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Abstract
We prove the large deviation principle for stochastic differential equations driven by semi-
martingales, with additive controls. Conditions are given in terms of the characteristics of driven
semimartingales so that if the noise-control pairs satisfy the large deviation principle with some
good rate function, so do the solution processes. There is no exponentially tight assumption for
the solution processes.
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1 Introduction
The theory of large deviations is concerned with the asymptotic estimation of probabilities
of rare events. In its basic form, the theory considers the limit of normalizations of log P(An)
for a sequence of events with asymptotically vanishing probability. To be precise, let X be a
topological space with countable base, endowed with Borel σ-algebra B(X ). A good rate function
I is a lower semicontinuous mapping I : X → [0,∞] such that for all α ∈ [0,∞), the level set
ΦI(α) := {x ∈ X : I(x) ≤ α} is a closed, compact subset of X . A family of probability measure
{µ}>0 on (X ,B(X )) is said to satisfy the large deviation principle (LDP) with a good rate function
I if, for all Γ ∈ B(X ),
− inf
x∈Γ◦
I(x) ≤ lim inf
→0
 logµ(Γ) ≤ lim sup
→0
 logµ(Γ) ≤ − inf
x∈Γ
I(x),
where Γ◦ and Γ denote the topological interior and closure of Γ. A family of X -valued random
elements {X}>0 is said to satisfies the large deviation principle if the family of probability measures
induced by X on X satisfies the large deviation principle. We refer to [4, 5] for more details of the
large deviation theory.
The large deviation principle for semimartingales has been investigated by a number of papers.
In general, it is formulated on the Skorokhod space D := D(R+;Rd), which is the space of all Rd-
valued ca`dla`g functions on R+, equipped with the Skorokhod topology. The paper [14] established
conditions for the large deviation principle in the Skorohod topology to hold for a sequence of
semimartingales in terms of the convergence of their predictable characteristics. In that paper and
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in its follow-up [15], the author derived many parallels between exponential convergence in the form
of large deviations and weak convergence. We will draw on this idea in this current paper.
We are concerned with the large deviation principle for the family of solution processes of
semimartingale-driven stochastic differential equations in this paper. For each  > 0, suppose we
have a filtered probability space (Ω,F , {F t }t≥0,P) with right-continuous filtration, endowed with
a d-dimensional ca`dla`g semimartingale X and an n-dimensional ca`dla`g adapted process U . We
also have a global Lipschitz function F : Rn → Rn×d, so that each stochastic differential equation
Y t = U

t +
∫ t
0
F (Y s−)dX

s, (1.1)
has a unique global solution Y  which is an n-dimensional {F t }-adapted process with (P-a.s.)
ca`dla`g paths (see, e.g., [12]). We refer to the processes U  as control and X as noise. The symbol
F− is used to denote the process Ft− := lims↑t Fs. A natural question is: if the family of controls
and noise {(X, U )}>0 satisfies the large deviation principle, is it true that the family of solutions
{Y }>0 also satisfies the large deviation principle?
A similar question has been investigated in [8, 7]. The former considered the case that U  ≡ 0
(which is not essential), and the latter concern itself with the infinite-dimensional case. In both
papers, a uniform exponential tightness (UET) condition on the family of noise {X} was given and
used to prove the LDP for the solution family {Y }, provided that the LDP holds for {X} and
that {(X, U , Y )} is exponentially tight. The classical theory of large deviations tell us that an
exponentially tight family of measures has a subsequence that satisfies the large deviation principle
with some good rate function (see, for instance, [4, Lemma 4.1.23]). Futhermore, the uniqueness
of rate functions (see [5, Section 1.3]) yields that if every subsequence has itself a subsequence that
satisfies a large deviation principle with a given rate function (the rate function is the same for all
the subsequences), then the whole sequence itself satisfies the large deviation principle with this
rate function. Therefore, in the presence of exponential tightness of the family {(X, U , Y )}, to
prove that this family satisfies the large deviation principle with some rate function, it is enough
to assume it holds and then identify the rate function to make sure that this rate function does not
depend on the choice of subsequences. The results in these two papers do not completely answer
the preceding question, because the assumption of exponential tightness of {(X, U , Y )} is rather
strong, and it involves the additional condition on the solution family {Y }.
We shall get rid of the assumption that {(X, U , Y )} is exponentially tight in this paper.
Besides, we will also surrender the uniform exponential tightness condition. The UET condition
given in [8, 7] is aiming to establish the analogue results of weak convergence into the large de-
viations setting, more precisely, the large deviation principle for stochastic integrals with respect
to semimartingales. One can say that the UET condition is an exponential version of the uniform
tightness (UT) condition in the context of weak convergence, referring to [10, Section VI.6] for the
latter. Roughly speaking, the UET condition requires that the probability that the family of corre-
sponding stochastic integrals with respect to a given family of semimartingales goes unbounded is
exponentially small, as long as the integrands are uniformly bounded. This condition is not easy to
verify in general. We will give various sufficient conditions for UET, in terms of the characteristics
of semimartingales.
The main result of this paper is to answer the preceding question in case that each X is a
quasi-left-continuous semimartingale. All assumptions are made only in terms of the controls U 
and the characteristics of driven noise X. For any f, x ∈ D with x of finite variation locally, we
denote (f · x)(t) := lim‖∆‖→0
∑
i f(ti)(x(ti+1) − x(ti)), where ∆ = {ti}ki=0 is a partition of the
interval [0, t] with 0 = t0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tk = t, and ‖∆‖ := max1≤i≤k |ti+1 − ti| denotes the mesh
of ∆. For an adapted process B with locally finite variation, we denote by V (B) its variation
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process, namely, V (B)t(ω) is the total variation of the function s 7→ Bs(ω) on the interval [0, t]. We
call h : Rd → Rd a truncation function if it is bounded and satisfies h(x) = x in a neighborhood
of 0. For b > 0, we define a truncation function hb(x) := x1{|x|≤b}, which is commonly used.
With respect to a given truncation function h, we can associate each X a triplet (B(h), C, ν)
which is called characteristics. That is, B(h) is the process with locally finite variation in the
special semartingale part of X that has jumps dominated by h, Ct is the quadratic variation of
the continuous martingale part and ν the Le´vy system of Xt . Then we will show that
Theorem 1.1. Let F be a bounded Lipschitz function with both Lipschitz constant and itself bounded
by C > 0. For each  > 0, let X be a quasi-left-continuous semimartingales with characteristics
(B(h), C, ν) associated to the truncation function h. Assume there exist b > 0 and 0 < r < 14C
such that for each t > 0, the following three real-valued families are all exponentially tight,
{V (B(hb))t}>0,
{
1

Ct
}
>0
,
{

∫
Rd\{0}
exp
( |x|
r
∨ 1
)
ν(dx, [0, t])
}
>0
, (1.2)
For each  > 0, let Y  be the solution of (1.1). If the family {(X, U )}>0 satisfies the LDP with
good rate function I ′, then the family {(X, U , Y )}>0 also satisfies the LDP with the following
good rate function
I(x, u, y) =
{
I ′(x, u), y = u+ F (y) · x, x is locally of finite variation,
∞, otherwise. (1.3)
In particular, the family {Y }>0 satisfies the LDP with the following good rate function
I[(y) = inf{I ′(x, u) : y = u+ F (y) · x, x is locally of finite variation}. (1.4)
A direct application of our theorem is to investigate the large deviations of SDE driven by
exponentially integrable Le´vy noise, as illustrated in Example 5.4. The solutions to such kind of
SDE, in both finite-dimensional and infinite-dimensional settings, have been showed to obey the
LDP in [1, 2], using the weak convergence approach. The exponential tightness condition for the
third family in (1.2) is a generalization of the exponential integrability condition in the context of
Le´vy noise.
The sequel of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we will recall the definition
of exponential tightness, and a criterion for it will be established. This criterion will play an
essential role in proving the main results. It is an analogue of the S lomin´ski’s condition in the
context of weak convergence. In Section 3, some basic notions in the theory of semimartingales
will be recalled. The relations between the UET property and the exponential tightness will be
established. Some sufficient and necessary conditions for the UET property of semimartingales will
be given as well. Section 4 will be devoted to the proofs of our main result Theorem 1.1. Finally,
Section 5 is reserved for a few corollaries and an application to SDE driven by Le´vy noise.
2 Exponential tightness
A family of probability measure {µ}>0 on (X ,B(X )) is said to be exponentially tight if for
every α <∞, there exists a compact set K ⊂ X such that
lim sup
→0
 logµ(K
c) < −α.
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Or equivalently, for every 0 < δ < 1, there exists a compact set K ⊂ X and 0 > 0, such that for
all 0 <  < 0,
[µ(K
c)] < δ.
A family of X -valued random elements {X}>0 is said to exponentially tight if the family of induced
probability measures on X is exponentially tight. In case of X = Rd, the exponential tightness is
equivalent to the exponential stochastic boundness found in [8, Definition 3.2].
It is well known that the Skorokhod space D is a Polish space. Hence, the exponential tightness
of a family of probability measures on (D,B(D)) is implied by the LDP with good rate function
(see, e.g., [4, Section 1.2]). For ρ > 0 and T > 0, denote by ∆ρ[0, T ] the set of all partitions {ti}ki=0,
k ∈ N+, such that 0 ≤ t0 ≤ t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tk = T and tj − tj−1 > ρ for all j = 1, 2, · · · , k − 1. For
x = {x(t)}t≥0 ∈ D, define
w(x, I) = sup
s,t∈I
|x(s)− x(t)|, for I an interval of R+,
wT (x, ρ) = inf{ti}∈∆ρ[0,T ]
max
1≤i≤k
w(x, [ti−1, ti)).
The following proposition is a criterion for the exponential tightness of probability measures in
D, referring to [13, Theorem 4.2].
Lemma 2.1. A family of probability measure {µ}>0 on D is exponentially tight if and only if
(i). for any T > 0,
lim
a→∞ lim sup→0
 logµ
(
x ∈ D : sup
0≤t≤T
|x(t)| ≥ a
)
= −∞,
(ii). for any T > 0, η > 0,
lim
ρ→0
lim sup
→0
 logµ (x ∈ D : wT (x, ρ) ≥ η) = −∞.
For each  > 0 we have a d-dimensional ca`dla`g process X on a filtered probability space
(Ω,F , {F t }t≥0,P). Let µ = P ◦ (X)−1 be the probability measure on D induced by X. In
this case, the condition (i) in previous proposition is equivalent to say that for each T > 0, the
family of random variables {sup0≤t≤T |Xt |}>0 is exponential tight, which is referred to as the
exponential compact containment condition in [6, Remark 4.5].
To prove the exponential tightness of the family {X}>0, an analogue of the S lomin´ski’s condi-
tion ([17, Proposition 2]) for tightness will be used. This criterion is the key for proving our main
results.
Proposition 2.2. (i). Assume the family of probability measure {µ = P  ◦ (X)−1} satisfies
Proposition 2.1.(i). If there exist a family of strictly increasing sequences of random times {T ,pi }∞i=0
for each  > 0, p ∈ N+ with T ,p0 = 0 and limi→∞ T ,pi = ∞, and strictly positive constants ρNp for
each p,N ∈ N+, such that
lim
p→∞ lim sup→0
 log P
(
inf
i:T ,pi+1≤N
(
T ,pi+1 − T ,pi
) ≤ ρNp
)
= −∞, for all N > 0, (2.1)
and
lim
p→∞ lim sup→0
 log P
(
sup
i
w
(
X, [T ,pi , T
,p
i+1) ∩ [0, N ]
) ≥ η) = −∞, for all N > 0, η > 0, (2.2)
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then {X} is exponentially tight.
(ii). If the family {X} satisfies the LDP with a good rate function, then Lemma 2.1.(i) holds.
Moreover, there are positive constants ρNp and a(, p, i) ∈ ( 12p , 1p ], such that (2.1) and (2.2) are
satisfied by the following stopping times, defined recursively on i by T ,p0 = 0 and
T ,pi+1 = inf
{
t > T ,pi : |Xt −XT ,pi | ≥ a(, p, i) or |X

t− −XT ,pi | ≥ a(, p, i)
}
. (2.3)
Proof. (i). Denote T (, p,N) := infi:T ,pi+1≤N
(
T ,pi+1 − T ,pi
)
and
A(, p,N, η) :=
{
sup
i
w
(
X, [T ,pi , T
,p
i+1) ∩ [0, N ]
) ≥ η} .
Fix N > 0, η > 0 and δ > 0. By (2.1) and (2.2), there exist p0 > 0 and 0 > 0 such that for all
p ≥ p0 and 0 <  ≤ 0,[
P
(
T (, p,N) ≤ ρNp
)]
< δ/2, [P(A(, p,N, η))] < δ/2.
Let 1 = 0 ∧ 1. Then for all 0 <  ≤ 1,[
P
({
T (, p,N) ≤ ρNp
} ∪A(, p,N, η))] < δ. (2.4)
For each ω ∈ {T (, p,N) > ρNp } ∩ A(, p,N, η)c, denoted k(ω) := max{i : T ,pi+1 ≤ N}. Then for all
0 ≤ i ≤ k, T ,pi+1 − T ,pi > ρNp and w
(
X, [T ,pi , T
,p
i+1)
)
< η. Hence, ω ∈ {wN (X, ρNp ) < η}. Due to
(2.4), we have [
P
(
wN (X
, ρNp ) ≥ η
)]
< δ.
The exponential tightness follows from Lemma 2.1.
(ii). Assume the family {X} to satisfy the LDP with a good rate function. Define for a > 0
and x ∈ D,
Sa(x) := inf{t ≥ 0 : |x(t)| ≥ a or |x(t−)| ≥ a},
Sa+(x) := inf{t ≥ 0 : |x(t)| > a or |x(t−)| > a},
V (x) := {a > 0 : Sa(x) < Sa+(x)},
V ′(x) := {a > 0 : ∆x(Sa(x)) 6= 0, |x(Sa(x)−)| = a}.
We will construct a(, p, i) and ρNp using the random times T
,p
i defined in (2.3). Set
U(, p, i) := V (X −X·∧T ,pi ) ∪ V
′(X −X·∧T ,pi ),
Then using [10, Lemma VI.2.10], we know that for any ω ∈ Ω, U(, p, i)(ω) is an at most countable
subset of R+. It follows that the set
V (, p, i) := {a > 0 : P (a ∈ U(, p, i)) = 0}
has full measure in R+. So we can choose a(, p, i) ∈ V (, p, i) ∩ ( 12p , 1p ]. By the definition (2.3) of
T ,pi , we know that w
(
X, [T ,pi , T
,p
i+1)
) ≤ 2a(, p, i) ≤ 2/p. Then for each N and η,
lim
p→∞ lim sup→0
 log P(A(, p,N, η)) ≤ lim
p→∞ lim sup→0
 log P(2/p ≥ η) = −∞.
And (2.2) follows.
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Using the notations we have introduced, we have T ,pi+1 = Sa(,p,i)(X
 − X·∧T ,pi ). Applying
induction in i and [10, Proposition VI.2.11, VI.2.12], it is easy to see that for each p, the mapping
X → (T ,p0 , T ,p1 , · · · , T ,pi , · · · )
is continuous. And hence, for each p and N , the mapping
X → T (, p,N) := inf
i:T ,pi+1≤N
(
T ,pi+1 − T ,pi
)
is also continuous. Now the contraction principle in the theory of LDP (see, e.g., [4, Theorem
4.2.1]) tell us that the family of random times {T (, p,N)}>0 satisfies the LDP with some good
rate function, say Ip,N : (0, N ]→ [0,∞] for each p and N .
We now show that limt→0+ Ip,N (t) =∞ by contradiction, using the goodness of Ip,N . Suppose
conversely that lim inft→0+ Ip,N (t) = L for some L <∞. Then there is a subsequence {ti}∞i=1 such
that ti ↓ 0 and Ip,N (ti) → L as i → ∞. It follows that for each δ > 0, {ti}∞i=M ⊂ ΦIp,N (L + δ) for
some M ∈ N+, where we use Φ as before to denote the level set. This produce a contradiction,
since each level set of Ip,N is compact due to the goodness.
Hence, for each N , we can select a sequence of positive reals {ρNp }∞p=1 which goes to 0 as p→∞,
such that
inf
t≤ρNp
Ip,N (t) ≥ p.
Then
lim
p→∞ lim sup→0
 log P
(
T (, p,N) ≤ ρNp
) ≤ − lim
p→∞ inft≤ρNp
Ip,N (t) = −∞,
which yields (2.1).
3 Uniform exponential tightness
In this section, we will revisit the notion of uniform exponential tightness proposed first in
[8]. It is an analogy of predictable uniform tightness in the context of weak convergence (see,
e.g., [10, 17]). We will seek various conditions for the uniform exponential tightness of a family of
semimartingales in terms of characteristics.
Firstly, let us recall some basic notions in the theory of semimartingales, referring to [10, Chapter
II] and [9, Chapter IX]. A semimartingale X is a process of the form X = B + M , where B is a
ca`dla`g adapted process with locally finite variation and M is a local martingale with M0 = 0. This
decomposition is of course not unique. However, it is unique (in the indistinguishable sense) when
B is predictable. In this case, the semimartingale X is called special and the unique decomposition
is called the canonical decomposition. The quadratic variation (sharp bracket) of semimartingale
X is denoted by [X,X]. If M is a locally square-integral martingale, we denote by 〈M,M〉 its
predictable quadratic variation (angle bracket). We use the symbol ∆X to denote the process
∆Xt := Xt −Xt−.
For a fixed truncation function h and a semimartingale X (which is not necessarily special),
define Xˇ(h) :=
∑
s≤·(∆Xs − h(∆Xs)) and X(h) := X − Xˇ(h). Then X(h) is obviously a spe-
cial semimartingale, which has a unique decomposition, say X(h) = B(h) + M(h). We call the
decomposition X = Xˇ(h) + B(h) + M(h) the canonical decomposition associated to h for the
semimartingale X. The local martingale M(h) admits a unique (up to indistinguishability) de-
composition M(h) = M(h)c + M(h)d, where M(h)c is a continuous local martingale and M(h)d
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is a purely discontinuous local martingale. There is a unique (up to indistinguishability) con-
tinuous local martingale Xc such that any canonical decomposition associated to h for X meets
Xc = M(h)c. The process Xc, which is independent of the choice of h, is called continuous martin-
gale part of X. We can associated to a ca`dla`g adapted process X a integer-valued random measure
µX(dx, dt) :=
∑
s 1{∆Xs 6=0}δ(∆Xs,s)(dx, dt), which we call the jump measure of X. The dual pre-
dictable projection (compensator) of µX is called the Le´vy system of X. A semimartingale X is said
to be quasi-left-continuous if there exists a version of its Le´vy system νX that satisfies identically
νX({t} × Rd) = 0. We call characteristics associated with h of X the triplet (B(h), C, νX), with
C = 〈Xc, Xc〉 and νX the Le´vy system of X.
Recall that for a semimartingale X and an adapted process F , we denote by F− ·X the stochastic
integral
∫ ·
0 Fs−dXs. For a random field G on R+×Rd and a random measure µ, we denote by G∗µ
the integral process G ∗ µt :=
∫ t
0
∫
Rd G(s, x)µ(dx, ds), if the integral is well-defined.
The following exponential estimate for purely discontinuous local martingales will be useful.
Lemma 3.1. Let M be an one-dimensional purely discontinuous local martingale starting at 0,
satisfying |∆M | ≤ A with some constant A > 0. Let µM be the jump measure of M . Then there
exists a constant C > 0, such that for all t > 0, and any a, b > 0,
P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|Ms| ≥ a, |x|2 ∗ µMt < b
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− a
2
4Cb
)
.
Proof. Let θ be a constant less than 12A . Then |∆(θM)| ≤ 12 and the random measure µθM
associated to θM is supported in the closed ball B¯(0, 12). Since θM is a purely discontinuous local
martingale, its stochastic exponential
E(θM)t := exp
(
θMt − (x− log(1 + x)) ∗ µθMt
)
is a local martingale (see [10, Theorem I.4.61]). Define a stopping time T = inf{t ≥ 0 : |x|2 ∗µMt ≥
b}. Then the stopped processes E(θM)T = E(θMT ) is a martingale. It is an easy fact that there
exists a constant C > 0, such that
|x− log(1 + x)| ≤ C|x|2, for all |x| ≤ 1/2.
Using Doob’s martingale inequality, we have
P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|Ms| ≥ a, |x|2 ∗ µMt < b
)
= P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|θMs| ≥ θa, C|x|2 ∗ µθMt < Cθ2b
)
≤P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|θMs| ≥ θa, |x− log(1 + x)| ∗ µθMt < Cθ2b
)
≤ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
E(θM)s∧T ≥ eθa−Cθ2b
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
E(−θM)s∧T ≥ eθa−Cθ2b
)
≤ 2e−θa+Cθ2b.
By choosing θ ≤ 12A ∧ a2Cb , the result follows.
The following lemma is a small adaption of [14, Lemma 5.2]. We will omit the proof.
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Lemma 3.2. Let µ be an integer-valued random measure and ν be its compensator. Let G be a
predictable random field on R+×Rd such that G ∗µ is a locally integrable increasing process. Then
for any stopping time T and all a > 0 and b > 0,
P
(
sup
0≤s≤T
G ∗ µs > a
)
≤ eb−a + P
(
sup
0≤s≤T
(
eG − 1) ∗ νs > b) .
Now we investigate the uniform exponential tightness for semimartingales. Recall that for each
 > 0, let (Ω,F , {F t }t≥0,P) be a filtered probability space with right-continuous filtration. Let
P be the collection of simple d-dimensional {F t }-adapted predictable processes and
P1 :=
{
H ∈ P : sup
t≥0
|Ht| ≤ 1
}
.
Definition 3.3. A family {X}>0 of adapted ca`dla`g d-dimensional processes is said to be uniformly
exponentially tight (UET) if for every t > 0,
lim
a→∞ lim sup→0
sup
H∈P1
 log P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
∣∣∣∣∣
d∑
i=1
(H i ·X,i)s
∣∣∣∣∣ > a
)
= −∞.
It is easy to deduce that {X}>0 is UET if and only if for each i, {X,i}>0 is UET, if and only
if {X−X0}>0 is UET. Besides, the UET property is preserved under additive operation. Due to
the fact that if H is an adapted process, then H− is predictable, the definition of UET given here
is equivalent to the UET condition for one-dimensional semimartingales proposed in [8, Definition
1.1]. In view of these observations, we only focus on one-dimensional semimartingales starting at
0 in the rest of this section.
The following lemma is taken from [8, Lemma 2.5], which provides some sufficient conditions
for the UET of continuous local martingales and processes with locally finite variation.
Lemma 3.4. (i). Let {B}>0 be a family of one-dimensional ca`dla`g processes with locally finite
variation. If the family {V (B)t}>0 is exponentially tight for each t > 0, then {B}>0 is UET.
(ii). Let {M }>0 be a family of one-dimensional continuous local martingales. If the family
{1 〈M ,M 〉t}>0 is exponentially tight for each t > 0, then {M }>0 is UET.
The converse of the first statement in the previous lemma also holds when the processes are
predictable, as we will show in the following lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let {B}>0 be a family of one-dimensional predictable processes starting at 0 with
locally finite variation. If the family {B}>0 is UET, then for each t > 0, the family {V (B)t}>0
is exponentially tight.
Proof. Note first that for each  > 0, there is a predictable set A on (Ω
,F , {F t },P) such that
V (B) = (1A − 1(A)c) ·B and B = (1A − 1(A)c) · V (B). Fix t > 0 and δ > 0. For each  > 0,
by [10, Lemma I.3.10], there is a stopping time T  such that
P(T  < t) < δ1/ (3.1)
and E(V (B)T ) < ∞. The last inequality ensures that we can choose a predictable set A′ from
the algebra generated by {A×{0} : A ∈ F 0}∪{A×(s, r] : A ∈ F s , 0 ≤ s < r}, which is a subalgebra
generating the predictable σ-algebra, such that
E((|1A − 1A′ | · V (B))T ) ≤ aδ1//2. (3.2)
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The way of choosing the set A′ yields 1A′ − 1(A′)c ∈ P1. It is easy to deduce that V (B) =
(1A′ − 1(A′)c) · B + 2|1A − 1A′ | · V (B). Then (3.1), (3.2) and Definition 3.3 yield for every
0 <  ≤ 0 ∧ 1,
[P(V (B)t > 2a)]

= [P(V (B)t > 2a, T
 < t) + P(V (B)t > 2a, T
 ≤ t)]
≤ δ + [P(((1A′ − 1(A′)c) ·B)t > a)] + [P(2(|1A − 1A′ | · V (B))T  > a)]
≤ 3δ.
The result follows.
We can prove a similar statement as Lemma 3.4.(ii) for the purely discontinuous local martin-
gales with uniformly bounded jumps, by utilizing the exponential estimate in Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.6. Let {M }>0 be a family of one-dimensional ca`dla`g purely discontinuous local mar-
tingales starting at 0. Let ν be the Le´vy system of each M . Assume for each t > 0, the family
{sup0≤s≤t |∆M s |}>0 is exponentially tight and for some r > 0
lim
A→∞
lim
η→∞ lim sup→0
 log P
(
e|x|
2/(r)21{|x|≤A} ∗ νt ≥ η
)
= −∞. (3.3)
Then the family {M }>0 is UET.
Proof. Denote by µ the jump measure of each M . Let H ∈ P1. By [10, Corollary I.4.55.(d) and
Eq. (I.4.36)], each H ·M  is a purely discontinuous local martingale with jumps |∆(H ·M )| =
|H∆M | ≤ |∆M |. Denote by µˆ the jump measure associated to each H ·M . Using Lemma 3.1
and Lemma 3.2, we have
P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|(H ·M )s| ≥ a
)
= P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|(H ·M )s| ≥ a, |x|2 ∗ µˆt < b, sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | ≤ A
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|(H ·M )s| ≥ a, |x|2 ∗ µˆt ≥ b, sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | ≤ A
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|(H ·M )s| ≥ a, sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | > A
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− a
2
4Cb
)
+ P
(
1

(|Hx|21{|x|≤A}) ∗ µt ≥ b
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | > A
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− a
2
4Cb
)
+ P
(
1
2r2
(|x|21{|x|≤A}) ∗ µt ≥
b
r2
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | > A
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− a
2
4Cb
)
+ exp
(
η − b/r2

)
+ P
(
e|x|
2/(r)21{|x|≤A} ∗ νt ≥ η
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | > A
)
.
(3.4)
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Therefore,
lim sup
→0
sup
H∈P1
 log P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|(H ·M )s| ≥ a
)
≤
(
− a
2
4Cb
)
∨ (η − b)
∨ lim sup
→0
 log P
(
e|x|
2/(r)21{|x|≤A} ∗ νt ≥ η
)
∨ lim sup
→0
 log P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | > A
)
.
By letting a → ∞, b → ∞, η → ∞ and A → ∞ successively, the UET of {M } follows from the
exponential tightness of {sup0≤s≤t |∆M s |}>0 and (3.3).
Remark 3.7. We can modify the proof to obtain anther criterion for the UET of {M }>0. Note
that [M ,M ]t =
∑
0≤s≤t |∆M s |2 = |x|2 ∗ µt since M  is purely discontinuous (see [10, Lemma
I.4.51]). From the second inequality sign of (3.4), we have
P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|(H ·M )s| ≥ a
)
≤ 2 exp
(
− a
2
4Cb
)
+ P
(
1

|x|2 ∗ µt ≥ b
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | > A
)
= 2 exp
(
− a
2
4Cb
)
+ P
(
1

[M ,M ]t ≥ b
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆M s | > A
)
.
Hence, it is easy to conclude that if the families {1 [M ,M ]t}>0 and {sup0≤s≤t |∆M s |}>0 are
exponentially tight for each t > 0, then {M }>0 is also UET.
We will give an equivalent condition for the exponential tightness of {sup0≤s≤t |∆M s |}>0 in
the forthcoming Lemma 3.9. Moreover, we can see from the proof of previous lemma that the
assumption of the exponential tightness of {sup0≤s≤t |∆M s |}>0 can be removed as soon as each
∆M  is bounded process. Hence, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3.8. Let {M }>0 be a family of one-dimensional ca`dla`g purely discontinuous local
martingales starting at 0 satisfying |∆M | ≤ A for all  > 0 with some constants A > 0. Let ν
be the Le´vy system of each M . Assume for each t > 0, the family {e|x|2/21{|x|≤A} ∗ νt}>0 is
exponentially tight. Then the family {M }>0 is UET.
Let {X}>0 be a family of one-dimensional ca`dla`g semimartingales with canonical decomposi-
tion X = Xˇ(h) +B(h) +X,c +M ,d(h) and characteristics (B(h), C, ν) associated to a given
truncation function h. In Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.8, we have found the sufficient conditions for
UET property of the last three terms in the decomposition. It is only left to seek the conditions
for the UET property of {Xˇ(h)}>0 in terms of characteristics. Note that Xˇ(h) is locally of
finite variation. Lemma 3.4 is applicable and we need to give some conditions for the exponential
tightness of {V (Xˇ(h))t}>0 for each t > 0.
Lemma 3.9. Fix t > 0. With the previous notation, the family {V (Xˇ(h))t}>0 is exponentially
tight for all truncation function h if and only if the following two properties hold:
(i). The family {sup0≤s≤t |∆Xs|}>0 is exponentially tight.
(ii). For all r > 0, the family {∑0≤s≤t 1{|∆Xs |>r}}>0 is exponentially tight.
Moreover, we have the equivalence (i)⇔(i’) and the implication (ii’)⇒(ii)⇒(ii”), where (i’),
(ii’) and (ii”) are given by the following:
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(i’). For all η > 0, limr→∞ lim sup→0  log P(ν({|x| > r} × [0, t]) > η1/) = −∞.
(ii’). For all r > 0, limη→0 lim sup→0  log P(ν({|x| > r} × [0, t]) > η1/) = −∞.
(ii”). For all r > 0, limη→∞ lim sup→0  log P(ν({|x| > r} × [0, t]) > η1/) = −∞.
Proof. Fix t > 0. Recall that hr(x) = x1{|x|≤r} is a truncation function for each r > 0. Then
Xˇ(hr)t =
∑
0≤s≤t ∆X

s1{|∆Xs |>r} and V (Xˇ
(hr))t =
∑
0≤s≤t |∆Xs|1{|∆Xs |>r}. Assume first the
family {V (Xˇ(h))t}>0 is exponentially tight for all h. For a > 1, we have{
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > a
}
⊂ {V (Xˇ(h1))t > a} ,
and (i) follows. For r > 0,
∑
0≤s≤t 1{|∆Xs |>r} ≤ 1rV (Xˇ(hr))t which implies (ii). Now we assume
(i) and (ii) to hold. For any fixed truncation function h, there exists r > 0 such that |h| ≥ |hr| and
then V (Xˇ(h)) ≤ V (Xˇ(hr)). Hence, it is enough to show that {V (Xˇ(hr))t}>0 is exponentially
tight for all r > 0. For any b > r, we have
{
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| ≤ b
}
⊂
V (Xˇ(hr))t ≤ b ∑
0≤s≤t
1{|∆Xs |>r}
 .
Hence, for any a > 0,
P
(
V (Xˇ(hr))t > a
)
= P
(
V (Xˇ(hr))t > a, sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| ≤ b
)
+ P
(
V (Xˇ(hr))t > a, sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > b
)
≤ P
 ∑
0≤s≤t
1{|∆Xs |>r} >
a
b
+ P( sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > b
)
,
(3.5)
Then
lim sup
→0
 log P
(
V (Xˇ(hr))t > a
) ≤ lim sup
→0
 log P
 ∑
0≤s≤t
1{|∆Xs |>r} >
a
b

∨ lim sup
→0
 log P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > b
)
,
from which the exponential tightness of {V (Xˇ(h))t}>0 follows by letting first a → ∞ and then
b→∞.
Next, we prove the equivalence (i)⇔(i’). To this purpose, we define for each r > 0 and  > 0,
Ar,t :=
∑
0≤s≤t 1{|∆Xs |>r}. Firstly we note that for all {F t }-stopping times T ,
E
(
Ar,T
)
= E (ν({|x| > r} × [0, T ])) .
Assume (i) holds. Using Lenglart’s inequality (see [10, Lemma I.3.30]), we have
P
(
ν({|x| > r} × [0, t]) > η1/
)
≤ b1/ + η−1/E
(
sup
0≤s≤t
∆Ar,s
)
+ P
(
Ar,t ≥ (bη)1/
)
≤ b1/ + (η−1/ + 1)P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > r
)
,
(3.6)
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since 0 ≤ ∆Ar, ≤ 1 and {sup0≤s≤t ∆Ar,s > 0} = {Ar,t > 0} = {sup0≤s≤t |∆Xs| > r}. Thus,
lim sup
→0
 log P
(
ν({|x| > r} × [0, t]) > η1/
)
≤ (log b) ∨
[
((− log η) ∨ 0)
+ lim sup
→0
 log P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > r
)]
,
which yields (i’) by letting first r →∞ and then b→ 0. For (i’)⇒(i), we use Lenglart’s inequality
again to deduce
P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > a
)
= P (Aa,t ≥ 1) ≤ η1/ + P
(
ν({|x| > a} × [0, t]) > η1/
)
. (3.7)
Then the result follows by taking lim sup→0  log on both sides and then letting a→∞ and η → 0
successively.
The approach of proving (ii’)⇒(ii)⇒(ii”) is similar. The key is using Lenglart’s inequality to
get
P (Ar,t ≥ a) ≤
η1/
a
+ P
(
ν({|x| > r} × [0, t]) > η1/
)
, (3.8)
P
(
ν({|x| > r} × [0, t]) > η1/
)
≤ bη−1/ + η−1/E
(
sup
0≤s≤t
∆Ar,s
)
+ P (Ar,t ≥ b)
≤ (b+ 1)η−1/ + P (Ar,t ≥ b) .
Take lim sup→0  log on both sides of above inequalities. Then let η → 0, a → ∞ for the first
inequality and let η →∞, b→∞ for the second. The results follow easily.
Remark 3.10. Intuitively, condition (i) means that the probability of the process X possessing large
jumps is exponentially small. Condition (ii) means the probability of the process X possessing
large amount of large jumps is exponentially small.
Remark 3.11. From the proof, one can see that (ii’) implies much stronger conditions than (i) and
(ii). Indeed, by (3.7), (ii’) implies
lim sup
→0
 log P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| ≥ a
)
= −∞, for all a > 0. (3.9)
If (3.9) holds for all t > 0, then one say that the family {X}>0 is C-exponentially tight (see [6,
Definition 4.12]). Here the symbol C indicates the space of all Rd-valued continuous functions on
R+, which we denote by C := C(R+;Rd). On the other hand, by (3.8), (ii’) implies
lim sup
→0
 log P
 ∑
0≤s≤t
1{|∆Xs |>r} > a
 = −∞, for all r > 0 and a > 0.
Moreover, from the inequalities (3.6) and (3.8), it is easy to see that (i) implies
lim
r→∞ lim sup→0
 log P
 ∑
0≤s≤t
1{|∆Xs |>r} > a
 = −∞, for all a > 0.
In general, for a family of semimartingales {X}>0, UET is not implied by exponential tightness,
and does not imply exponential tightness either. Here is however a connection between these two
notions.
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Lemma 3.12. The exponential tightness of {X}>0 implies condition (i) and (ii) in Lemma 3.9.
Proof. The result follows from Lemma 2.1 and the following observations{
sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| ≥ a
}
⊂
{
sup
0≤s≤t
|Xs| ≥ a/2
}
, ∑
0≤s≤t
1{|∆Xs |>r} ≥ a
 ⊂ {wT (X, T/a) ≥ r} .
To obtain more appropriate conditions, we take the truncation function h to be the -dependent
function hr(x) = x1{|x|≤r} with some r > 0, and consider the decomposition X = Xˇ(hr) +
B(hr) +X
,c +M ,d(hr).
Lemma 3.13. If for each t > 0, if condition (i) in Lemma 3.9 and the following condition hold:
(iii). lima→∞ limb→∞ lim sup→0  log P(
∑
0≤s≤t |∆Xs|1{r<|∆Xs |≤b} > a) = −∞.
Then the family {V (Xˇ(hr))t}>0 is exponentially tight.
Moreover, we have the implications (iii’)⇒(iii), where (iii’) is given by the following:
(iii’). limη→∞ limb→∞ lim sup→0  log P( exp(|x|/(r))1{r<|x|≤b} ∗ νt > η) = −∞.
Proof. The first statement follows by modifying the inequality (3.5) to
P
(
V (Xˇ(hr))t > a
) ≤ P
 ∑
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs|1{r<|∆Xs |≤b} > a
+ P( sup
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs| > b
)
.
We now prove the second statement. Since
∑
0≤s≤t |∆Xs|1{r<|∆Xs |≤b} = |x|1{r<|x|≤b} ∗µt, we use
Lemma 3.2 to get
P
 ∑
0≤s≤t
|∆Xs|1{r<|∆Xs |≤b} > a
 ≤ e(η−a/r)/ + P ( exp(|x|/(r))1{r<|x|≤b} ∗ νt > η) .
Take lim sup→0  log on both sides and then let b → ∞, a → ∞ and η → ∞ successively. The
result follows.
The following lemma provides some conditions for the UET property of {B(hr)}>0.
Lemma 3.14. If for each t > 0, the families {|x|1{r<|x|≤b0} ∗ νt}>0 and {V (B(hb0))t}>0 are
exponentially tight for some b0 > 0. Then the family {B(hr)}>0 is UET.
Proof. Note that B(hr) = B
(hb0) + (hr − hb0) ∗ ν. We have V (B(hr)) ≤ V (B(hb0)) +
V ((hr−hb0)∗ν). By [10, Proposition II.2.9], there exists a predictable locally integrable increasing
process R and a predictable transition kernel Kt (dx) from Ω×R+ into Rd, such that ν(dx, dt) =
Kt (dx)dR

t . Hence
V ((hr − hb0) ∗ ν) =
∫ t
0
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(hr(x)− hb0(x))Ks(dx)
∣∣∣∣ dV (R)s
≤
∫ t
0
∫
r<|x|≤b0
|x|Ks(dx)dV (R)s = |x|1{r<|x|≤b0} ∗ νt .
The result follows from Lemma 3.4.(i).
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Remark 3.15. In fact, the proof of previous lemma yields a general conclusion. If for each t > 0,
the families {|x| ∗ νt}>0 and {V (B(hb0))t}>0 are exponentially tight for some b0 > 0. Then the
family {B(hb)}>0 is UET for all b > 0.
Combining these lemmas together, we are in position to give the sufficient conditions for the
UET property of {X}>0.
Proposition 3.16. Let {X}>0 be a family of one-dimensional ca`dla`g semimartingales with char-
acteristics (B(h), C, ν) associated to a truncation function h. Suppose (i) in Lemma 3.9 holds.
Assume there exist b0 > 0 and r > 0 such that for each t > 0, the families {V (B(hb0))t}>0 and
{1Ct }>0 are exponentially tight, and the following holds,
lim
η→∞ limb→∞
lim sup
→0
 log P
(
 exp
( |x|
r
∨ 1
)
1{0<|x|≤b} ∗ νt > η
)
= −∞. (3.10)
Then {X}>0 is UET.
Proof. We use the decomposition X = Xˇ(hr)+B
(hr)+X
,c+M ,d(hr). The UET property of
{X,c} and {Xˇ(hr)} follow from Lemma 3.4.(ii) and Lemma 3.13. The UET property of {B(hr)}
follows from Lemma 3.14, since the exponential tightness of {|x|1{r<|x|≤b} ∗νt}>0 is a consequence
of (3.10) and the observation |x|1{r<|x|≤b0} ≤  exp(|x|/(r))1{r<|x|≤b} for all b ≥ b0. Finally, to
check the UET property of {M ,d(hr)}, we use Corollary 3.8 by taking A = r. The proof is
complete.
The following lemma presents some necessary conditions for the UET property of {X}>0. We
will not use it in the sequel.
Lemma 3.17. Let {X}>0 be a family of one-dimensional semimartingales starting at 0 satisfying
UET condition. Then for each t > 0, the two families {sup0≤s≤t |Xs|}>0 and {[X, X]t}>0 are
exponentially tight.
Proof. Fix t > 0. The exponential tightness of {sup0≤s≤t |Xs|} follows from Definition 3.3 by taking
H ≡ 1. For each  > 0, n ∈ N+, define a process
Q,nt :=
n∑
i=1
(Xit/n −X(i−1)t/n)2.
By the construction of quadratic variation (see [10, Theorem I.4.47]), for each  > 0, the process
Q,n converges in probability P to [X, X], uniformly on compact intervals, as n→∞. Then for
all a > 0,
P([X, X]t > a) ≤ lim inf
n→∞ P
(Q,nt > a).
Set H,n = −2∑ni=1X(i−1)t/n1((i−1)t/n,it/n], then
Q,n = |X|2 +H,n ·X. (3.11)
Since for any b > 0, {
sup
0≤s≤t
|Xs| ≤ b
}
⊂ {|H,n| ≤ 2b},
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using (3.11) we have for all a > b2,
P(Q,pt > a) ≤ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|Xs| > b
)
+ P
(
|(H,n ·X)t| > a− b2, sup
0≤s≤t
|Xs| ≤ b
)
≤ P
(
sup
0≤s≤t
|Xs| > b
)
+ sup
H∈P1
P
(
|(H ·X)t| >
a− b2
2b
)
.
Taking  log on both sides, and letting first a → ∞ and then b → ∞, the exponential tightness of
{[X, X]t} follows from that of {sup0≤s≤t |Xs|} and the UET property of {X}.
4 Proofs of main results
For each  > 0, we have a filtered probability space (Ω,F , {F t }t≥0,P) endowed with a d-
dimensional semimartingale X and an n-dimensional ca`dla`g adapted process U . We also have a
bounded Lipschitz function F : Rn → Rn×d, so that each stochastic differential equation
Y  = U  + F (Y −) ·X,
has a unique global solution Y  which is an n-dimensional process. Suppose the function F and
its Lipschitz constant are both bounded by C > 0, that is, |F (y1) − F (y2)| ≤ C(|y1 − y2|) and
|F (y)| ≤ C for all y1, y2, y.
Lemma 4.1. For each  > 0, let X be a special semimartingale with canonical decomposition
X = B + M , let F  be an {F t }t≥0-adapted processes and U  be an ca`dla`g processes. Suppose
|∆X| ≤ A and |U | ≤ z0 for all  > 0, with some constants A > 0 and z0 > 0. Let T  be an
{F t }-stopping time. Let Z = U  + F − · X. Suppose there exist positive constants C,K and ρ,
such that for any t ∈ [0, T ) and all  > 0,
|F t | ≤ C
(
(ρ2 + |Zt |2)1/2 ∧ 1
)
, (4.1)
and
Ξ(X)t := |V (B)|t + 1

|〈M ,c,M ,c〉|t + 1

∫
Rd\{0}
e2C|x|/|x|2ν(dx, [0, t]) ≤ K. (4.2)
Then for any a > 3z0 + CA and 0 <  ≤ 1,
 log P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Zt | ≥ a
)
≤ C1 + log
(
ρ2
ρ2 + (a− 3z0 − CA)2
)
,
where C1 = (2C + 4C
2)K.
Proof. Define φ(z) = (ρ2 + |z|2)1/. Then
∂iφ
(z) =
2φ(z)
(ρ2 + |z|2)zi, ∂i∂jφ
(z) =
2φ(z)
(ρ2 + |z|2)
(
δij + 2
(
1

− 1
)
zizj
ρ2 + |z|2
)
.
Then for small  > 0,
|Dφ(z)| ≤ 2|z|
(ρ2 + |z|2)φ
(z), |D2φ(z)| ≤ 4
2(ρ2 + |z|2)φ
(z). (4.3)
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Denote G := Z − U  = F − · X. Let Φ := φ(G). By Itoˆ’s formula (see, e.g., [10, Theorem
I.4.57]),
Φt = φ
(0) + ∂iφ
(G−)F
,i
j,− ·B,j + ∂iφ(G)F ,ij ·M ,j,c + ∂i∂jφ(G)F ,ik F ,jl · 〈M ,k,c,M ,l,c〉
+
(
φ(G− + F

−x)− φ(G−)
) ∗ (µ − ν)
+
(
φ(G− + F

−x)− φ(G−)− ∂iφ(G−)F ,ij,−xj
)
∗ ν.
Define a stopping time T ,a = inf{t ≥ 0 : |Zt | ≥ a}∧T . When t ∈ [0, T ,a), sup0≤s≤t |Zs| ≤ a, then
the bound (4.1) and the assumption that |U | ≤ z0 yield |Dφ(Gt)||F t | ≤ C2() with C2() > 0.
Moreover, using Taylor’s theorem, there exists C3() > 0 such that for all |x| ≤ A and t ∈ [0, T ,a),∣∣φ(Gt− + F t−x)− φ(Gt−)∣∣ ≤ |Dφ(Gt− + θF t−x)||F t ||x| ≤ C3()|x|,
where θ is a (0, 1)-valued random variable. Then the bound (4.2) yields
E
(∫ T ,a−
0
|Dφ(Gt)|2|F t |2d|〈M ,c,M ,c〉|t
)
<∞,
E
(∫ T ,a−
0
∫
Rd\{0}
∣∣φ(Gt− + F t−x)− φ(Gt−)∣∣2 ν(dx, dt)
)
<∞,
where in the second inequality we used the fact that ν is support on {(x, t) : |x| ≤ A}, since
|∆X| ≤ A. Thus, the stochastic integrals ∂iφ(G)F ,ij ·M ,j,c and (φ(G−+F −x)−φ(G−))∗(µ−ν)
are all martingales up to T ,a−. This yields for any {F t }-stopping time S,
E
(
Φ(S∧T ,a)−
)
= φ(0) + E
(∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
∂iφ
(Gs)F
i
,j,sdB
,j
s
)
+ E
(∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
∂i∂jφ
(Gs)F
i
,k,sF
j
,l,sd〈M ,k,c,M ,l,c〉s
)
+
1
2
E
(∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
∫
Rd\{0}
(
φ(Gs− + F

s−x)− φ(Gs−)− ∂iφ(Gs−)F ,ij,s−xj
)
ν(dx, ds)
)
=: φ(0) + I1 + I

2 + I

3.
By (4.1) and (4.3), it is easy to get
|I1| ≤
2C

E
∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
Φsd|V (B)|s, |I2| ≤
4C2
2
E
∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
Φsd|〈M ,c,M ,c〉|s.
For I3, using Taylor’s theorem, we have for some (0, 1)-valued random variable θ,
|I3| ≤ E
∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
∫
Rd\{0}
|D2φ(Gs− + θF s−x)||F s−|2|x|2ν(dx, ds)
≤ 4C
2
2
E
∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
∫
Rd\{0}
(ρ2 + |Gs− + θF s−x|2)
1

−1(ρ2 + |Gs−|2)|x|2ν(dx, ds)
≤ 4C
2
2
E
∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
∫
Rd\{0}
(
1 +
|Gs−||F s−x|
ρ2 + |Gs−|2
+
|F s−x|2
ρ2 + |Gs−|2
) 1

−1
Φs−|x|2ν(dx, ds)
≤ 4C
2
2
E
∫ (S∧T ,a)−
0
Φs−
∫
Rd\{0}
(1 + C|x|) 2−2|x|2ν(dx, ds).
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A change of variable x = y yields∫
Rd\{0}
(1 + C|x|) 2−2|x|2ν(dx, ds) = 2
∫
Rd\{0}
(1 + C|y|) 2−2|y|2ν(d(y), ds)
≤ 2
∫
Rd\{0}
e2C|y||y|2ν(d(y), ds) =
∫
Rd\{0}
e2C|x|/|x|2ν(dx, ds).
Therefore,
E
(
sup
0≤r≤S
Φ(r∧T ,a)−
)
≤ φ(0) + (2C + 4C2)1

E
∫ S−
0
sup
0≤r≤s
Φ(r∧T ,a)−dΞ(X
)s.
Since Ξ(X) ≤ K uniformly, by virtue of the Gronwall-type inequality in [10, Lemma IX.6.3], we
have
E(ΦT ,a−) ≤ φ(0)eC1/.
Note that |∆Z| ≤ |∆U |+ |F −||∆X| ≤ 2z0 +CA. Let b = a− (3z0 +CA). Then by Chebycheff’s
inequality, for any a > 3z0 + CA,
 log P
(
sup
0≤t≤T 
|Zt | > a
)
=  log P(|ZT ,a | ≥ a) ≤  log P
(|ZT ,a−| ≥ a− (2z0 + CA))
≤  log P (|GT ,a−| ≥ b) =  log P(ΦT ,a− ≥ φ(b))
≤ C1 +  log φ(0)−  log φ(b) = C1 + log
(
ρ2
ρ2 + b2
)
.
The proof is completed.
Lemma 4.2. Let {F }>0 be a family of {F t }t≥0-adapted processes. Assume the family {X}>0 is
UET. If the family {(X, U , F )}>0 satisfies the LDP with good rate function I], then the family
{(X, U , F , F − ·X)}>0 also satisfies the LDP with the following good rate function:
I(x, u, f, w) =
{
I](x, u, f), w = f · x and x is locally of finite variation,
∞, otherwise.
Proof. Observe that F − ·X = (U −, F −) · (0, X)T . Then the result is a corollary of [8, Theorem
1.2].
Now we are in position to prove the main result Theorem 1.1.
Proof for Theorem 1.1. Firstly, we note that the UET property of the family {X} is implied
by the assumptions and Proposition 3.16 as well as Lemma 3.12, since {X} is exponentially tight.
Our proof is divided into four steps.
Step 1 (First localization). We suppose {(X, U , Y )} is exponentially tight if in addition, the
following condition is satisfied:
Cond. 1. The processes X and U  are uniformly bounded by a constant K1 > 0.
We deduce it holds in general. For each p > 0, define fp : Rd → Rd to be a C2 function with
|fp| ≤ 2p, |Dfp|∨|D2fp| ≤ 1 and fp(x) = x for |x| ≤ p, also define gp : Rn → Rn to be a C2 bounded
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function with gp(u) = u for |u| ≤ p. Let X,p := fp(X) and U ,p := gp(U ). Then for each , the
following SDE has a unique solution
Y ,p = U ,p + F (Y ,p− ) ·X,p.
By the continuity and boundedness of fp, each family {(X,p, U ,p)}>0 is also exponentially tight
and uniformly bounded. Obviously, |∆X,p| = |fp(X) − fp(X−)| ≤ 4p, which implies that each
X,p is a special semimartingale. Denote by µ,p the jump measure associated to each X,p and by
ν,p its Le´vy system. Then for any E ∈ B(Rd \ {0}),
µ,p(E × [0, t]) =
∫ t
0
∫
Rd
1E(fp(Xs− + x)− fp(Xs−))µ(dx, ds).
This relation carries over to the Le´vy systems. Hence, ν,p(Rd×{t}) = 0, which yields each X,p is
quasi-left-continuous (see [10, Corollary II.1.19]). Let (B(h), C, ν) be the characteristics of each
X,p associated to truncation function h, let X,p,c be its continuous martingale part. Using Itoˆ’s
formula, it is easy to deduce that
X,p,c = ∂ifp(X

−) ·X,i,c,
B,p(h) = ∂ifp(X

−) ·B,i(h) +
1
2
∂i∂jfp(X

−) · 〈X,i,c, X,i,c〉
+ [h(fp(X

− + x)− fp(X−))− ∂ifp(X−)xi] ∗ ν.
Since |Dfp| ∨ |D2fp| ≤ 1, we have for  > 0 small enough,
V (B,p(hb))t ≤ V (B(hb))t + 1
2
〈X,c, X,c〉t +
∫
|x|>b
|x|ν(dx, [0, t]) +
∫ t
0
∫
Rd\{0}
|x|2ν(dx, ds)
≤ V (B(hb))t + 1
2
〈X,c, X,c〉t +
(
1 +
1
b
)∫
Rd\{0}
|x|2ν(dx, [0, t])
≤ V (B(hb))t + 1
2
〈X,c, X,c〉t + 
∫
Rd\{0}
exp(|x|/(r))ν(dx, [0, t]),
1

C,p =
1

〈X,p,c, X,p,c〉t ≤ 1

〈X,c, X,c〉t = 1

C,

∫
Rd\{0}
exp
( |x|
r
∨ 1
)
ν,p(dx, [0, t]) = 
∫
Rd\{0}
exp
( |fp(Xs− + x)− fp(Xs−)|
r
∨ 1
)
ν(dx, [0, t])
≤ 
∫
Rd\{0}
exp
( |x|
r
∨ 1
)
ν(dx, [0, t]).
Hence, for each t > 0, the three families in left hand side of the above inequalities are expo-
nentially tight, by the exponential tightness of (1.2). So our assumptions yield that the family
{(X,p, U ,p, Y ,p)} is exponentially tight, for all p > 0.
For each , p > 0, define a stopping time
T ,p := inf{t ≥ 0 : |Xt |+ |U t | ≥ p}.
Then T ,p is nondecreasing in p, and (X,p, U ,p) = (X, U ) on the interval [0, T ,p). By virtue
of the exponential tightness of (X, U ) and Lemma 2.1, we know that for every T > 0 and any
M > 0, there exists p0 > 0, such that
lim sup
→0
 log P(T ,p0 ≤ T ) = lim sup
→0
 log P
(
sup
0≤t≤T
(|Xt |+ |U t |) ≥ p0
)
≤ −M.
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Hence
P
(
sup
0≤t≤T
(|Xt |+ |U t |+ |Y t |) ≥ a
)
= P
(
sup
0≤t≤T
(|U t |+ |Y t |+ |Xt |) ≥ a, T ,p0 > T
)
+ P
(
sup
0≤t≤T
(|U t |+ |Y t |+ |Xt |) ≥ a, T ,p0 ≤ T
)
≤ P
(
sup
0≤t≤T
(|U ,p0t |+ |Y ,p0t |+ |X,p0t |) ≥ a
)
+ P (T ,p0 ≤ T ) ,
(4.4)
and
P (wT ((U
, Y , X), ρ) ≥ η) ≤ P (wT ((U ,p0 , Y ,p0 , X,p0), ρ) ≥ η) + P (T ,p0 ≤ T ) . (4.5)
Therefore, the exponential tightness of {(X, U , Y )} follows from that of {(X,p0 , U ,p0 , Y ,p0)}
and Lemma 2.1.
Step 2 (Second localization). Suppose {(X, U , Y )} is exponentially tight if in addition, Cond.
1 and the following condition are both satisfied:
Cond. 2. The increasing processes Ξ(X) associated to X in (4.2) are also uniformly bounded by
a constant K2 > 0.
We deduce it still holds when only Cond. 1 is satisfied. For each , p > 0, define a stopping
time
T ,p := inf{t ≥ 0 : Ξ(X)t ≥ p}.
Let X,p := X·∧T ,p , U
,p := U ·∧T ,p , and each Y
,p be the solution of the SDE
Y ,p = U ,p + F (Y ,p− ) ·X,p,
Then obviously each X,p is a special semimartingale, and Y ,p = Y ·∧T ,p . It is obvious that (cf.
[10, Eq. (VI.1.9)]) for all T > 0,
sup
0≤t≤T
(|X,pt |+ |U ,pt |) = sup
0≤t≤T∧T ,p
(|Xt |+ |U t |) ≤ sup
0≤t≤T
(|Xt |+ |U t |),
wT ((X
,p, U ,p), ρ) = wT∧T ,p((X, U ), ρ) ≤ wT ((X, U ), ρ).
Since {(X, U )} is exponentially tight, Lemma 2.1 yields that {(X,p, U ,p)} is also exponentially
tight, for each p > 0. Let X,p = M ,p +B,p be the canonical decomposition of each X,p, and let
ν,p be the Le´vy system associated to each X,p. Then for all t > 0 and E ∈ B(Rd \ {0}),
V (B,p(hb))t = V (B
(hb))t∧T ,p ≤ V (B(hb))t,
〈X,p,c, X,p,c〉t = 〈X,c, X,c〉t∧T ,p ≤ 〈X,c, X,c〉t,
ν,p(E × [0, t]) = ν(E × [0, t ∧ T ,p]) ≤ ν(E × [0, t]).
Using these one can easily deduce that the three families associated to X,p as in (1.2) is also
exponentially tight. Moreover,
ν,p(Rd × {t}) = ν(Rd × ({t} ∩ [0, T ,p])) ≤ ν(Rd × {t}) = 0,
which leads to the quasi-left-continuity of X,p, and thus ∆B,p ≡ 0 by [10, Proposition II.2.29].
Let Ξ(X,p) be the increasing process associated to X,p as in (4.2). Then ∆Ξ(X,p) ≡ 0. Hence,
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Ξ(X,p) is uniformly bounded by p, for each p > 0. Therefore, our assumptions yield each family
{(X,p, U ,p, Y ,p)}>0 is exponentially tight.
Since the three family in (1.2) is exponentially tight, and since 0 < r < 14C , we have for  > 0
small enough,
1

∫
Rd\{0}
e2C|x|/|x|2ν(dx, [0, t]) = 
∫
Rd\{0}
e2C|y||y|2ν(d(y), ds)
≤ 
∫
Rd\{0}
e(|y|/r)∨1ν(d(y), ds) = 
∫
Rd\{0}
e(|x|/(r))∨1ν(dx, [0, t]).
Thus, the family {Ξ(X)t} is exponentially tight for each t > 0. Using the fact that each {Ξ(X)}
is increasing, we have for every T > 0 and any M > 0, there exists p0 > 0, such that
lim sup
→0
 log P(T ,p0 ≤ T ) = lim sup
→0
 log P (Ξ(X)T ≥ p0) ≤ −M.
Then a similar argument as (4.4) and (4.5) yields that the family {(X, U , Y )} is exponentially
tight.
Step 3 (Exponential tightness of {(X, U , Y )}). In this step, we will assume Cond. 1 and
Cond. 2 to hold, and prove the exponential tightness of {(X, U , Y )}.
Since (X, U ) obeys the LDP with good rate function, by Proposition 2.2.(ii), we can associated
with (X, U ) positive constants ρNp and a(, p, i) ∈ ( 12p , 1p ], and stopping times T ,pi defined in (2.3),
with (X, U ) in place of X, which satisfy (2.1) and (2.2). To prove the exponential tightness of
{(X, U , Y )}, by Proposition 2.2.(i), it is enough to show that the family {Y } satisfies Lemma
2.1.(i) as well as (2.2) with the same stopping times T ,pi .
Since F is bounded Lipschitz and X, U  are uniformly bounded by K1, |∆X| ≤ 2K1,
|F (Y )|2 ≤ C(1 + |Y |2). By Lemma 4.1, for all T > 0 and any a > (3 + 2C)K1, 0 <  1,
 log P
(
sup
t∈[0,T ]
|Y t | ≥ a
)
≤ C1 + log
(
1
1 + (a− (3 + 2C)K1)2
)
, (4.6)
with C1 = (2C + 4C
2)K2. This implies that Lemma 2.1.(i) holds for {Y }.
To prove (2.2) for {Y }, we first define
X,pt = X

T ,pi
, Y ,pt = Y

T ,pi
, U ,pt = U

T ,pi
, when T ,pi ≤ t < T ,pi+1.
If T ,pi ≤ t < T ,pi+1, we have
Y t − Y ,pt = U t − U ,pt +
∫ t
T ,pi
F (Y s−)dX

s.
Using the boundedness of F , for all t,
|Y t − Y ,pt | ≤ |U t − U ,pt |+ C|Xt −X,pt | ≤
1 + C
p
.
Set S,r := inf{t ≥ 0 : |Y t | ≥ r}. Hence, for any ρ, η > 0 and 0 <  ≤ 1,[
P
(
sup
t∈[0,S,r]
|Y t − Y ,pt | ≥ η
)]
≤ 1{ 1+C
p
≥η
}. (4.7)
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Note that for all N > 0,
{S,r ≥ N} ⊂
{
sup
i
w
(
Y , [T ,pi , T
,p
i+1) ∩ [0, N ]
) ≤ sup
t∈[0,S,r]
|Y t − Y ,pt |
}
,
and then{
sup
i
w
(
Y , [T ,pi , T
,p
i+1) ∩ [0, N ]
) ≥ η} ⊂ { sup
t∈[0,S,r]
|Y t − Y ,pt | ≥ η
}
∪
{
sup
t∈[0,N ]
|Y t | ≥ r
}
.
Combining with (4.6) and (4.7), we have for r large enough,[
P
(
sup
i
w
(
Y , [T ,pi , T
,p
i+1) ∩ [0, N ]
) ≥ η)]
≤ 1{C
p
≥η
} + exp
{
C1 + log
(
1
1 + (r − (3 + 2C)K1)2
)}
,
By letting first p→∞ and then r →∞, we obtain (2.2) for {Y }.
Step 4 (Identification of the rate function). Suppose the family {(X, U , Y )}>0 is exponen-
tially tight. We show that for any subsequence {(Xk , U k , Y k)}∞k=1, with k → 0 as k →∞, which
obeys the LDP, the rate function I is given by (1.3). For notational simplicity, we still denote the
subsequence k by .
We follow the lines of [7, Theorem 6.1]. By the contraction principle, the family (X, U , F (Y ))
obeys the LDP with good rate funtion I](x, u, f) = inf{I(x, u, y) : f = F (y)}. Since Y  =
U +F (Y −) ·X, Lemma 4.2 and the contraction principle yields that the family (X, U , Y , F (Y ))
obeys the LDP with good rate function
J(x, u, y, f) =
{
I](x, u, f), y = u+ f · x and x is locally of finite variation,
∞, otherwise.
=
{
inf{I(x, u, y′) : f = F (y′)}, y = u+ f · x and x is locally of finite variation,
∞, otherwise.
(4.8)
But the contraction principle yields I(x, u, y) = inff{J(x, u, y, f)}. Hence, if x is of infinite varia-
tion, then by (4.8), J(x, u, y, f) =∞ and I(x, u, y) =∞.
On the other hand, using the contraction principle once again, the rate function J is
J(x, u, y, f) =
{
I(x, u, y), f = F (y),
∞, otherwise. (4.9)
Suppose x is locally of finite variation but y 6= u + F (y) · x, we will prove that J(x, u, y, f) = ∞
and so I(x, u, y) = ∞. If y 6= u + f · x, then (4.8) yields J(x, u, y, f) = ∞. If y = u + f · x, then
f 6= F (y), and J(x, u, y, f) =∞ follow from (4.9).
Suppose now I(x, u, y) < ∞. Then the previous arguments yield that x is locally of finite
variation and y = u+F (y) · x. Again by the contraction principle, I ′(x, u) = infy′{I(x, u, y′)}, and
obviously I ′(x, u) ≤ I(x, u, y). If I ′(x, u) < I(x, u, y), then there exists y′ such that I(x, u, y′) <
I(x, u, y) < ∞. Hence, y′ = u + F (y′) · x, which yields y = y′ by the uniqueness. Therefore, we
have I(x, u, y) = I ′(x, u) in this case. The representation (1.3) follows.
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5 Corollaries
5.1 C-exponential tightness
We say that a rate function I on D is quasi-left continuous at t ≥ 0 if I(x) = ∞ for all x ∈ D
with ∆x(t) 6= 0. Recall that C := C(R+;Rd) denotes the space of all Rd-valued continuous functions
on R+. If I =∞ on D \ C, then it is quasi-left continuous at all t ∈ [0,∞). The following criterion
for quasi-left continuity of rate functions is a counterpart of [6, Theorem 4.13]. We will omit the
proof.
Lemma 5.1. Let a family of probability measure {µ}>0 on D be exponentially tight. Let A ⊂
[0,∞). Then each rate function I that gives the large deviation principle for a subsequence {µk}∞k=1
with k → 0 as k →∞ is quasi-left continuous at all t ∈ A if and only if for any T > 0 and η > 0,
lim sup
→0
 logµ
(
x ∈ D : sup
t∈A∩[0,T ]
|∆x(t)| ≥ η
)
= −∞.
Using this lemma and the definition of C-exponential tightness recalled in (3.9), we can see that
a family of ca`dla`g processes {X}>0 is C-exponentially tight if and only if each rate function I that
gives the large deviation principle for a subsequence {Xk}∞k=1 with k → 0 as k →∞ is quasi-left
continuous at all t ∈ [0,∞).
Corollary 5.2. If the rate function I ′ is quasi-left continuous at t0 ∈ [0,∞), then I and I[ defined
in (1.3) and (1.4) are also quasi-left continuous at t0. In particular, if the family {(X, U )}>0 is
C-exponentially tight, so are {(X, U , Y )}>0 and {Y }>0.
Proof. Obviously, the quasi-left continuity of I[ is implied by that of I. The second statement is
trivial by the preceding argument. So we only need to show the quasi-left continuity of I. Let
∆(x, u, y)(t0) 6= 0. It is only needed to consider the case that y = u + F (y) · x, and x is of finite.
If ∆(x, u)(t0) 6= 0, then I(x, u, y) = I ′(x, u) = ∞. If not, then ∆y(t0) 6= 0, which still yields
∆(x, u)(t0) 6= 0 since ∆y = ∆u+ F (y)∆x. We are done.
5.2 Itoˆ-type SDEs
For each  > 0, let X be a quasi-left-continuous d-dimensional semimartingale on (Ω,F ,P)
with characteristics (B, C, ν) associated to a truncation function hb(x) = x1{|x|≤b}, b > 0, and
with the measure µ its jump measure. Then the following representations hold:
X = X0 +B
 +X,c + hb ∗ (µ − ν) + (x− hb(x)) ∗ µ,
where X,c is the continuous martingale part of X so that C = 〈X,c, X,c〉. We consider the
following SDEs of Itoˆ-type,
Y t = U

t +
∫ t
0
F1(Y

s−)dB

s +
∫ t
0
F2(Y

s−)dX
,c
s
+
∫ t
0
∫
0<|x|≤b
F3(Y

s−)x(µ
 − ν)(dx, ds) +
∫ t
0
∫
|x|>b
F3(Y

−)xµ
(dx, ds).
(5.1)
If we let F (y) = (F1(y), F2(y), F3(y)) and
Xˆ = (B, X,c, hb ∗ (µ − ν) + (x− hb(x)) ∗ µ)T ,
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Then we can rewrite (5.1) into the form of (1.1) as following
Y  = U  + F (Y −) · Xˆ. (5.2)
Since each X is a quasi-left-continuous, ∆B = 0 for all . Then it is easy to verify that each
Xˆ is a 3d-dimensional semimartingale with jump measure µˆ(dx, dt) = µ(dx3, dt), where x =
(x1, x2, x3) ∈ R3d. The same relation holds for the Le´vy system νˆ of Xˆ and ν. Denote by Bˆ
and Cˆ the first and second characteristics of Xˆ associated to hb. Then
Bˆ = (B, 0, 0)T , Cˆ = (0, C, 0)T
Applying Theorem 1.1 to the equation (5.2), we have
Corollary 5.3. Let F1, F2, F3 be bounded Lipschitz functions, with both Lipschitz constants and
themselves bounded by C > 0. Assume there exists 0 < r < 14C such that for each t > 0, the
following three real-valued families are all exponentially tight,
{V (B)t}>0,
{
1

Ct
}
>0
,
{

∫
Rd\{0}
exp
( |x|
r
∨ 1
)
ν(dx, [0, t])
}
>0
, (5.3)
For each  > 0, let Y  be the solution of (5.1). If the family {(Xˆ, U )}>0 satisfies the LDP with
good rate function I ′, then the family {Y }>0 satisfies the LDP, with good rate function (1.4) and
with F = (F1, F2, F3).
Example 5.4. A typical example is that each X is a Le´vy process, namely,
Xt = b
t+
√
Wt + L

t,
where b ∈ Rd, W = {Wt}t≥0 is a d-dimensional standard Brownian motion, each L is a d-
dimensional pure jump Le´vy process given by
Lt := 
∫ t
0
∫
0<|x|≤1
xN˜ 
−1
(dx, ds) + 
∫ t
0
∫
|x|>1
xN 
−1
(dx, ds), (5.4)
each N 
−1
is a Poisson random measure, independent of W , with jump intensity measure −1ν⊗dt
and compensated Poisson random measure N˜ 
−1
. Here dt is the Lebesgue measure on [0,∞) and
ν is a given Le´vy measure on Rd \ {0}. When  = 1, we denote L := L1 for simplicity. Then ν is
exactly the Le´vy measure of L. It is easy to see that L
d
= L·/. To identify the characteristics (or
Le´vy triplet) of each Xt , we define a family of new Poisson random measures N  by
N (A× [0, t]) = N −1((A/)× [0, t]), for A ∈ B(Rd \ {0}), t > 0,
where A/ := {x/ : x ∈ A}. Then N  has jump intensity measure −1ν(−1·) ⊗ dt. Denote the
associated compensated Poisson random measure of N  by N˜ . We use the change of variable
y = x to rewrite (5.4) as following,
Lt =
∫ t
0
∫
0<|y|≤
yN˜ 
−1
(dy/, ds) +
∫ t
0
∫
|y|>
yN 
−1
(dy/, ds)
=
∫ t
0
∫
0<|y|≤
yN˜ (dy, ds) +
∫ t
0
∫
|y|>
yN (dy, ds)
=
∫ t
0
∫
0<|y|≤1
yN˜ (dy, ds) +
∫ t
0
∫
|y|>1
yN (dy, ds) + t
∫
1<|x|≤1/
xν(dx).
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Hence the characteristics (B, C, ν) of X associated to the truncation function h1 is
Bt = t(b
 +
∫
1<|x|≤1/ xν(dx)),
Ct = tI,
ν(dx, dt) = −1ν(−1dx)dt.
To ensure the conditions in Corollary 5.3, we make the following assumptions:
• The family of vectors {b} is uniformly bounded with respect to 0 <  < 1.
• There exist an r > 0, such that ν({0 < |x| ≤ r}) <∞ and for all λ > 0, ∫|x|>r eλ|x|ν(dx) <∞.
We remark that the assumption
∫
|x|>r e
λ|x|ν(dx) <∞ for all λ > 0 is equivalent to (see [16, Theorem
25.3])
E(eλL1) <∞, for all λ > 0,
which is the exponential integrability condition found in [3, 11]. Since
|V (B)t| ≤ t
(
|b|+
∫
|x|>1
|x|ν(dx)
)
≤ t
(
|b|+
∫
|x|>1
e|x|ν(dx)
)
,
and

∫
Rd\{0}
exp
( |x|
r
∨ 1
)
ν(dx, [0, t]) = t
∫
Rd\{0}
exp
( |y|
r
∨ 1
)
ν(dy)
≤ t
(
eν({0 < |x| ≤ r}) +
∫
|x|>r
e|x|/rν(dx)
)
,
the three families in (5.3) are exponentially tight for each t > 0. On the other hand, the classical
Freidlin-Wentzell theory tells that the family {√W} satisfies the LDP (see, e.g., [4, Theorem 5.2.3])
in the space C with uniform topology. Since almost all sample paths of W lies in C and the uniform
topology on D is finer than the Skorokhod topology, the family {√W} also satisfies the LDP in D
with Skorokhod topology. The assumption on ν yields the LDP for the family {L}, referring to [3,
Theorem 1.2]. Thus, the independence of W and L yields that the family {Xˆ = (b·,√W,L)}
satisfies the LDP (cf. [4, Exercise 4.2.7]). Consider the following family of Le´vy-driven SDEs
Y t = Y

0 +
∫ t
0
bF1(Y

s )ds+
√

∫ t
0
F2(Y

s )dWs
+
∫ t
0
∫
0<|x|≤1
F3(Y

s−)xN˜
(dx, ds) +
∫ t
0
∫
|x|>1
F3(Y

s−)xN
(dx, ds),
where F1, F2, F3 are bounded Lipschitz functions, the initial value Y

0 is an Rd-valued random
variable and independent of W and L for each . We suppose the family of initial values {Y 0 }
satisfies the LDP. Then the family {Y 0 , Xˆ} also satisfies the LDP, again by the independence.
Therefore, Corollary 5.3 yields that the solution family {Y } satisfies the LDP, with a good rate
function.
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